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Sequel to the Kennedy Assassination
-

The Rothschilds, the Civil War
and the Lincoln Assassination
by Ben Klassen, P.M.
1. 'Tfyou like w e shall divide the United States into two parts, one for you,
James, and one for you, Lionel.. '* Benjamin Disraeli, (Son of Isaac D'Israeli

.

and, secondly, British Prime Ministei) toasting and bragging to Nathan
Rothschild's boys at the wedding of their sister, Lenora, to their cousin Alfonso
in 1857.

2. "We shall force the Christians into l w r s by exploiting their pride and
stupidity. They shall massacre each other and clear the ground for us. '* From
the funeral oration of Rabbi Reichhorn (Page 59 of the Rothschild Money Trust)
'
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The Lincoln's Birthday I s s u e

,Let us take up the specific subj~ctsin the title in the reverse of their chronologic~lorderland
start with the assassigation of Abral-iam Lincoln,
the sixteenthapresidbnt of the United States.

WHO KILLED "HONES?"' ABE
In a scries of events that strangely parallel the
assassination of President John Kennedy some 98
years later, Abraham Lincoln was murdered on
April 14, 1865 while he was attending a play at
the Ford Theater. It was a time when he was a t
the height of his career, flushed with victory a s
the Civil War was winding up to a successful conclusion for the Union forces and a catastrophic end
for the Confederate South. At this propitious moment at 10:15 PM, that fateful night, he was hit
behind his left ear by a half inch lead slug fired
from a derringer in the hand of John Wilkes Booth,
of the Jewish family of Botha.
In a split second, a s in the Kennedy assassination, this act dramatically changed the course of
history. As also in the Kennedy assassination, that
, course of history boded 111for the White Race and
greatly accrued to the benefit of the Jewish money
powers. Let us briefly summate how the White
Race lost and how the Jews gained tremendous
advantages in that split second when the lead ball
penetrated Lincoln's skull.
1.As historians are well aware, Abraham Lincoln dared to thwart and challenge the Jewish
banking establishment by printing 450 million
dollars in U.S. government "greenbacks", as they
were called, and thereby bypassed the Jewish
bankers. This was, and continues to be, an unforgiveable crime in the eyes of the Jews. The fact
that Lincoln had a clear constitutional right to do
so, made not the slightest iota of difference to the
hard-nosed Jews. They have usurped this powerful weapon-the issuance of money-into their

own grubby hahds, and will fiercely defend it by
all the devious and sinister means at their disposal.
Not only did Lincoln have the constitutional right
to do so, but as every president before and after
him, he had a SWORN CONSTITUTIONAL DUTY to do so. (See C. C. No. 40 of The White Man's
Bible "The Federal Reserve. ")Lincoln took this
major step during the middle of the war to
somewhat belatedly help pay the mounting debts
and the terrible price the war between the states
was exacting from the nation. Whether lncoln fully realized the extent and the power of the forces
he was bucking is a matter of some conjecture.
That he paid the full price with his life, as later
did John Kennedy, of that, history leaves no doubt.
The second reason the Jews wanted Lincoln
dead a s soon as the war was over was purely
racial. Now that he had done them the stupendous
favor of successfully waging a disastrous, so-called
"civil war" between two groups of burgeoning
White peoples, he was no longer needed. In fact,
he was now an obstacle and a liability to their
future plans. As I have pointed out repeatedly in
many of my previous writings, it has been the
ultimate dream of the Jewish cabal to decimate
the White Race, to mongrelize the White Race and
to finally destroy it utterly and have this Planet
Earth populated by only two classes of peoplethe Jews as masters, and a polyglot brown mixture of dumb mongrels as their slaves. Their motto is and has been for centuries- every Jew a king,
every goy a slave.
In the preceding article on the KENNEDY
ASSASSINATION we mentioned that the bloody
gang of Jewish killers known as the MOSSAD as
being of recent vintage, approximately the 1930's.
Whereas the name is recent, and like the Russian KVD and KGB, changes names from time to
time, the Jews have always had a well organized,
tightly knit intelligence network. The MOSSAD is
replete with super spies and professional killers

ready to execute those they deem inimical to their
cause. This they have had long before the
emergence of thehodern MOSSAD, going a s far
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During the progress of the long, cruel war,
Lincoln's prestige and position were both extremely
precarious, depending solely on the turn of events.
Every battle was a crucial b m m e t e r of whether
he had been right or wrong. A defeat castigated
him as a
Every victory g,orifl.d him as a
hero. When the tide of events in April of 1865 successfully wound up that gruesome war with the
Union forces vict0rious and the Confederate f m c e ~
shattered, Lincoln emerged as a national hero of
historical proporttons (h the eyes of the victorlous
~ o r t h )AS
. president in the aftermath, his power
and prestige would largely have dictated the course
of Events as Lincoln wished them t:, be.
Jus? what did Lincoln have in mind for the
Union he now had "saved"?
They were largely constructive and beneficial
for the White people of the now "United" States.
@ He had a far-reaching program in mind
for moving the niggers out of the territory of the
United States and re-settling them (a) in the
tropical territories of Central America, a t that time
largely vacant, or (b) in Africa, in which the colony of Liberia, founded in 1821 for that very purpose, was the embryo, but by no means the only
destination.
That such was Lincoln's plan and intention
was no secret a t that time in history, although the
Jewish propaganda machine has subsequently and
largely obliterated that fact from our present
history books. For those interested in further pursuing Lincoln's plans and program, the details are
capably set out by Earnest Sevier Cox (1880-1%6)
in his booklet "Lincoln's Negro Polfcy", available
from Liberty Bell Publications, Box 21, Reedy, W.
Va. 25270.
Had Lincoln lived, his influence and prestige
would undoubtedly have set in motion a most
urgent and far-reaching solution to the cancerous
racial problem, a problem that is now rapidly coming to a climax and threatens to destroy the last
bastion of the White Race, the United States of
America. When John Wilkes Booth fired that derringer on that fateful night of April 14, 1865, the
whole plan of racial "emancipation" died with Lincoln. Although the urgency of that program has
increased with each passing generation, no presi.dent, no political party since has had the guts to
carry it forward and implement it. This ovenuhelming issue now ominously staring us in the face,
more than anything else, is the reason for the existence of the Church of the Creator. It is now or
never, and we cannot afford to fail. We must not
fail! Your support to achieve what Lincoln had in

(Continued on Page 2)
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(Continued from Page 1)
mind a century and a quarter ago is now a matter
of life and death for our precious Race.
@ Lincoln had a constructive and forgiving
policy towards the now defeated and shattered
states of the Confederacy. In contrast, the Northern stooges and radicals, goaded and led by the
Jewish forces, thirsted for revenge. They not only
wanted to destroy the property of the White
Southerners but they wanted to destroy their traditions, their life-style, and everything the South
stood for. Most of all, they wanted to destrdg and
mongrelize the White Southern gene pool-they
were determined to pump the black blood of the
former African slaves into the veins of White
Americans. This was the most heinous of all their
crimes, and, led by their Jewish overlords
manipulating the whole operation and pulling the
strings, these White traitors went about it with a
vengeance. As always, whereas the Jews remained in the background, in the forefront appeared
such radical reprobates a s Thurlow Weed, New
York newspaper publisher and political boss; Benjamin F. Wade, Senator from Ohio and Chairman
of the Committee on the conduct of the War;
Brothers Jay Cook and Henry Cook, the former
being a Philadelphia financier and Lincoln's Civil
War fund raiser, and the latter a Washington, D.C.
banker; Thaddeus Stevens, Congressman from
Pennsylvania and Chairman of the House Ways
and Means Committee; Zacharias Chandler,
Senator from Michigan and Chairman of the Committee on Commerce; Brig.-Gen Benjamin F.
Butler, sorne-time congressman from
Massachusetts, and the brutal military governor
of New Oxl~ansduring part of 2862. a stfmt; that
earned him the name of "Beast Butler".
This by no means completes the list of radicds
which were determined to smash and destroy the
South and al! the White people who dwelt therein.
What they had in mind was to make the White
Southerners the slaves of their former black slaves.
Further, Lincoln was in favor of reimbursing the former Southern slave owners for
the slaves that they would now no longer hold; of
giving the niggers only a limited vote, i.e., those
that were at least somewhat educated and literate.
He was in favor of taking the Confederate States
back into the Union a s full partners, with only partial and limited restrictions.

&')

was stolen and confiscated into the hands of the
Northern carpetbaggers. The Southern States
were occupied and treated to a Carthaginian truce
as vicious as had ever been Imposed. on any
foreign enemy. The niggers weie allowed to run
rampant and rape the Southern women at will, and
these filthy, ignorant savages now becamce the
token "governors" of their former White masters,
with the Jews pulling all the strings in the
background. All this massive change was accomplished by that one fatal shot from a derringer.
As in the assassination of John F. Kennedy,
we now come to the main question in this whole
gruesome episode: Was the assassination of
Abraham Lincoln merely an accidental quirk of
history, the act of a lone nut, John Wilkes Booth,
or was it the culmination of a massive, carefully
planned conspiracy by powerful forces behind the
scenes?

out?

8. Who removed those 18pages, when and
why?
9. Were the convicted and hanged Booth coconspirators scapegoats for higher figures in a
massive cover-up? (d.Oswald set up as the patsy in the Kennedy murder.)
10. Was the man shot a t Garrett's farm and
identified as Booth the real Booth, or a substitute?
11. Did the real Booth escape to freedom
and die an old man 40 years later, a s has been
alleged? (Probably so. We must remember that he
performed an unestimable favor for the Jews, and
that Booth was himself of Jewish ancestry.)

"The division of the U.S. into two
federations of equalforce was decided long
before the Civil War by the high [Jew]
financial power of Europe." Otto von
Bismarck [1815- 18981
NOW THAT WE'VE GOTTEN RID OF LINCOLN.
-- .- - WE JEWS CAN REALLY START .TAK\NGOVER
THIS FRESH N W CWNTRY.
Again, a s in the Kennedy murder, the stakes
were tremendously high in what it would change
the future course of the nation's history. Also, if
It is my inescapable conclusion that once the
we raise the question-who benefitted, and who war was over and the South lay in ruins, it was
lost the most, we come up with the same conclu- of trememdous importance to the Jewish cause
sion in both of the two historical events, although that Lincoln be put out of the way. They foresaw
they might be 98 years apart in time: the Jews this long before the war was over, and they
were the overwhelming benefactors and gained metlculous!y planned both his assassination and
their desired objectives; the White Race !ost a the massive cover-up that fo:lowed.
it is my further conclusion that having suctremendous amount of ground in both cases. An
accidental quirk of history? Hardly.
cessfully accomplished the Lincoln assassination
There are many more strange parallels in and cover-up, they utilized this experience to follow
these two historic assassinations. Since in the a similar modus operandi in the murder and coverprevious article about the Kennedy murder I have up of John F. Kennedy. Also, the reasons for doalready made a cursury review of the many absur- ing so were strikingly similar (the issuance of
dities, lies and impossible conclusions put forth by "greenbacks"; proceeding with their avowed prothe Warren Commission and the several concomi- gram of mongrelizing the White Race.) In both
tant whitewash efforts succeeding it, there is no cases, the sole benefactor was the worldwide
need to repeat them again. What Is strange is that Jewish network.
in the Lincoln assassination and its aftermath we
find a very similar set of impossible coincidences,
unanswered question, suppressed evidence and a
ABOUT THE CIVIL WAR
massive cover-up.
-. ----

-

Here are some unanswered questions:
Why did several invited guests, including
"I havefrequently had [the Jews] ex- Gen.1.
U.S. Grant, refuse to accept Lincoln's invitapelledfrom the department, but they come tion to accompany him and Mrs. Lincoln to Ford's
in with their carpet-sacks in spite of all that Theater on the night of April 14?
2. Why did the President only have one
can be done to prevent it." Gen. U.S.
Grant, in 1862, before coming to terms single bodyguard that night, and how did it hapwith the power of World Jewry and becom- pen that even he was absent from his post a t the
time of the murder? How did it also happen that
ing their shabbez goy stooge.
he was never punished for his dereliction, nor even
questioned?
3. Why, despite countless threats and known
All of this was anathema to the Northern
plots
did the War Department fail to provide Linradicals, who not only wanted vindictive revenge
but also wanted to physically and financially break coln with adequate protection?
4. Did Edwin M. Stanton, Lincoln's powerthe South. This would enable the carpetbaggers
from the North (esp. Jews like the Seligmans and obsessed Secretary of War, play a role in the
Lehmans) to march in and buy up the formerly assassination?
5. Why were all the escape routes out of
valuable properties and estates for two cents on
the dollar. This they now did with a vengeance, Washington closed that fateful night, except the
as the Jews were to do again later in war-torn Ger- one that Booth used?
6. Who, for hours after the murder, blackmany after World Wars I & 11.
All this was accomplished in the flash of a der- ed out all the commercial telegraph lines from out
ringer when Lincoln was assassinated on that of Washington?
7. Why was the existence of Booth's diary
fateful night of April 14, 1865. The radicals got
their revenge. The properties of the Confederate hidden until long after the famous 1865 conspiracy
States were burned and looted. What remained trial, and when revealed 18 pages had been cut

I

There are some futher observations I want to
make about the so-called Civil War, which was not
a civil war at all, but more correctly a war between
one group of American states (the North, or the
Union) and another group of American states (the
South, or Confederate States) in a war of secession (the latter from the former). In so doing, I may
not have any new information to offer, except for
one important point that most historians have
chosen to ignore, and that is this: viewing that war
from the point of view that the real power behind
it was the Jewish money power-the whole
worldwide Jewish network. To ignore such
(because of "fear of the Jewsw)throws an altogether
different light on world events and is, in fact, an
aberration and a gigantic distortion of history.
As I have stated on numerous occasions
previously, the only wars that America has fought
that were of any benefit to the White Race were
of two categories. The first was the War against
Mexico between 1846 and 1848. The second
category consists of the numerous battles, wars
and skirmishes against the savage Indians which
flared up, off and on, for approximately three centuries. In the first case, the Mexican War, which
(Contfnued on Page 3)
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was ably planned and successfully carried through
by our outstanding eleventh Resident, James Knox
Polk, we gained a major third of our land area for
the benefit of the White Race. True, it was a racial
war, in which the White Anglo-Saxon Race was
pitted against the more numerous mongrelized
Mexicans. The White Man won that war hands
down, much to the glory and benefit of our brave
and competent forefathers. Although spread out
over a much wider period of time and circumstances, the results of the numerous Indian
skirmishes was the same. We conquered a continent and a massive new territory and held it by
force. We settled it, developed that territory and
built a great nation. Of this we can be tremendously proud.
We cannot say the same about any of the
other wars into which the United States has been
treacherously inveigled. We derived no benefit from
the Vietnam War, not from World War I or 11, nor
even from the American Revolution, which, had
it not been for the Bank of England and Jewish
money power, need never have been fought a t all.
But of all the bloody and costly wars into which
the White people of the United States have been
snookered, none was a s stupid, a s bloody, as
destructive and as unnecessary as was the
massacre between the States in the era of
1861-1865.
As most of the destructive wars into which the
White Man has been ensnared and swindled, the
so-called Civil War was a Jewish operation from
beginning to end. For more than forty years the
Jews used the slavery issue as an emotional and
"mora'l7ssue to stir up intensive hatred and dissention. By cleverly manipulating their progaganda
machinery (in which "Uncle Tom's Cabin" was a
major tool) the stage was thoroughly set by the
time Lincoln became president. The results, a s all
the world now knows, were devastating, especially
for the South. In terms of slaughtering the prime
manhood of the North, and again, especially of
the South, in terms of men maimed and crippled,
in terms of property wantonly burned and
destroyed, no other war in our history can equal
the punishment inflicted on the then young and
emerging nation. Nor was that legacy of hate and
destruction to the White Race ever absolved or
redeemed. We are today reaping the whirlwind of
that horrible blunder made by our forefathers when
they allowed the Jews to inveigle them into that
catastrophic and fratricidal war. As never before,
because of it, we, the White Race, are now faced
with total mongrelization. and, for all practical purposes, are fadng a fate worse than genocide, worse
than death.
It was all planned that way, and the Jewish
money power, the Rothschild dynasty in particular, not only planned it, but bragged about it
years before the event.
There is one further intriguing question that
arises from this whole gruesome and tragic
catastrophe. Since the Jews planned the whole
operation, the war, its outcome, the Lincoln
murder and its subsequent cover-up, the vicious
raping and destruction of the South, the question
is-what was Lincoln's consdous roll in this whole
affair? Since he was the central figure in this
fraticidal war, was he a willing collaborator in conspiracy with the Jews, or was he a dumb patsy used by the Jews, or was he partly both?
Lincoln was not the great man that subsequent history has made him out to be, just as Kennedy was not the heroic idol he is now being portrayed. There is a saying that some men are born

to greatness, some achieve greatness, and some
have greatness thrust upon them. lncoln definitely
falls into the latter category. Lincoln was an
enigma in his time, and remains as such even today. He was a shrewd politician, somewhat of a
not-toodntelligent backwoods lawyer and country
bumpkin, but sharp enough to be able to
manipulate people and use his homespun homilies
and anecdotes in order to make his points. This
he did effectively, as a good politician should. Also,
he had a big ego and a fierce determination to win.
He did not create the furor about the slavery issue.
The Jews had been working on that for some forty years, and when his opportunity came, Lincoln
was shrewd enough to capitalize on it a s a crafty
politician should. He probably did feel that it was
an important moral issue that he would like to rectify, if he could. I do not believe that he knowingly collaborated with the Jews when he became
president but rather the Jews saw in him a useful
tool for furthering their cause and consequently used and promoted him. In "American Jewry and the
Civil War" the Jewish author Bertram W. Korn
says, "One of the most enigmatic intimates of
President Lincoln during the war was Isachar
Zacharie, an obscure British-born physician and
chiropodist, who, according to the NEW YORK
WORLD, 'enjoyed Mr. Lincoln's confidence
perhaps more than any other private individual(and was) perhaps the most favored family vtdtor
in the White House". Undoubtedly, the Jews used Zacharie as a conduit to manipulate Lincoln to
do their bidding whenever necessary, but Lincoln
was committed and obsessed to wage and wfn the
war, and did not need too much prompting.
Although I do not profess to be a mind reader, I
believe that Lincoln entered the presidency more
or 'Less ignorant and unaware of the Jewish money
power. However, once president, somewhere along
the line he did become aware of it, and it frightened
him. He is quoted as saying something to the effect that he was dark and sinister forces gathering on the horizon and he feared for his country.

"Ihaue the grey army infront
of me, the international bankers at
my back."
Abe Lincoln just a
few weeks before he was murdered.

-

If the United States were ever destroyed it would
be destroyed not by an outside enemy, but from
within. Without a doubt, confronted with grim
reality, he had become aware of the "hidden handn
of Jewish money power.

ROTHSCHILD
MONEY POWER
We now come full circle as to who and what
caused the Civil War and culminated in the
assassination of Abraham Lincoln. In this whole
treacherous and catastrophic series of events, let
me assure you, that freeing of the slaves was never
the real and underlying issue. The issue was two
fold-money and race. Both of these issues are the
primary domain of the Jewish cabal; and have been
for at'least three thousand years.
The Jewish focus on money and power
therefore did not start with the Rothschild family
dynasty, but it did reach new heights with their
dominance. Mayer Amschel, the founder of the
dynasty, was born in 1743 in Frankfurt-am-Main.
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He was a dealer in junk, antiques and old coins.
He was a shrewd operator and soon became the
financial agent to the Landgrave of Hesse-Cassel
during the French Revaautionary wars. He had a
large family of 20 chi1dren. Of these, ten survived
to adulthood, five of ri*hichwere sons.
The Landgrave os Yesse-Cwssel was the same
fellow that engaged in renting out his subjects
(young soldiers) to 4-aerica In the Revolutionary
War and was making a fortune in supplying Hessian mercenaries to fight on the American side.
All this money also wrrt through Mayer Amshel's
slimy hands and he was quick to divert it to his
own coffers and meltisly it prodigious8y. He went
into banking. He had discoverd that magic swindle now called FRACTIONAL RESERVE, that process whereby you lend money out at interest on
script, against gold you do nor have, on the
premise that only a fraction of your customers will
come to call on the ,old. (See C.C.40 in THE
WHITE MAN'S BIBLE The Federal Reserve".)

Anyway, crafty e i m nschel prospered bv leaps
and boundc. His i w if .~orklngmots was: "GIVE
ME THE POWER TO ISSUE THE NATION'S
MONEY AND I Cfs"\RpTNOT WHO MAKES ITS
LAWS." He soon set np his five sons as central
bankers in the five main financial capitals of
Europe, namely London, England; Paris, France;
Vienna, Austria; Naples, Itdy; and the aforementioned Frankfurt to cover Germany.
During the Napoleonic Wars the five boys
were extremely busy lending money not only to
both sides, but to alr sides They pulled off their
biggest coup after the Battle of Waterloo, where
they had couriers and/or carrier pigeons to speedily relay the results er? ihat fateful battle back to
England, and, through this crafty device were the
first in England to know the outcome of that history
making battle. However, being privy to this kind
of "insider information", they quickly started stockbuying sprees which worked to their favor. The
word spread like wildfire that Napoleon had won
and panic hit the British stock exchange. The
Rothschilds quicklv bought up every share they
could for just a few pence on the pound. When the
real news came through, it was too late. The
Rothschilds had made a fantastic killing, once
again using the Jewfsh ruse of lies, deception, and
insider information. Like a trained seals, the
British rnelchantc to-k it lying down, and let these
scurvy thieves geAaway with it.
There are maq.gr other iast deals that the'
RothschiEds :nanipulated on a national scale, such
as the %uez Canal stock shares, and a host of
others. Most of our readers are also aware of the
double-dealing, latter day Rothschild cohorts, tha
Warburgs. During World War I while Paul Warburg was advising our president Wilson how to
starve Germany into surrender, his brother Max
was in Germany advising Kaiser Wilhelm on how
to decimate the U.S., but let us focus back on the
Civil War.
(Continued on Page 9)
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BOUQUETS
Vote for Bob
Dear Creators:
I plan to run for President of
the United States in 1992. I hope
you will give my candidacy some
coverage in Racial Loyalty.
RAHOWA!
Rev. Bob Mercer
Georgia
ED. NOTE- Who said
Creativity b not a political movement? When Rev. Mercer is sfttfng
in the WHITE House there wont be
a needfor sepamtion of Church and
State-well have it all. His political
program, establishing an all-White
America/deportfng Jews and other
non-Whites a n d segregating
queers, is right out of THE WHITE
MAN'S BIBLE. To hell with choosing between the lesser of two evils.
Send Brother Bob a stamp and
receive a copy of his 26 point platform: Rev. Bob Mercer for President; Rt. 7, Box 439; Tfion, GA;
31 794. REMEMBER: EVIL MEN
RULE WHEN GOOD MEN DO
NOTHING!
Dear Pontifex:
Received my copies of Racial
Loyalty yesterday. The article on
John F. Kennedy could be our best
weapon. Way back I saw the
similarity to the murder of Abe Lincoln, who, although he had been
a Rothschild man, issued the U.S.
notes, called "Lincoln Greenbacks".
1also have a $5 U.S. note, in good
condition, dating back 25 years.
Enclosed is a $25 contribution.
Sincerely,
Myron Harshman
Arizona

California Dreaming
Dear Pontifex:
Your Racial Loyalty, January
1989, Issue No. 46, was
outstanding-especially
your
article-"Who Killed John Kennedy". I have followed this
assassination over the years and
your concise article and conclusion
is the best I've seen to date. It
should be circplated, so, enclosed
please find my check for
$25.00-515.00 for 100 copies and
$10.00 donation.
Yours for the survival and progress
of our White Race,
R.T. Kendall
California
Dear Comrades:
Enclosed is $88-$30 for eight
book package and $58 toward
membership.
In Racial Loyalty,
Rev. Rick Harp
California

Dear Hasta,
THE KLASSEN LETTERS do
answer lots of popular questions.
These books should be read by all
students.
Bob Graham
California
Dear Pontifex,
I have known a large part of
what you say in your writings for
some time, but in my 70 years of
reading I have never heard of
anyone who could express it as you
do. You are a genius, sir! It is too
bad we don't have the money it is
going to take, but with a leader
such as yourself my hopes are rising. Yes, under your leadership we
must get America going again with
the Church of the Creator as its
constitution. We can do what those
fellows did in Pulaski, Tennessee
(home of the original Ku KlW Klan)
in 1867. When I was a kid, we were
so powerful no one dared push us
around. It's been many a day since
I have heard of anyone who knows
the kikes started the NAACP. I will
send out your literature as I get the
money to purchase it. Within the
next few weeks I am going to order
some WHITE MAN'S BIBLES.
I just learned of a case where
some religious nuts won't go to a
doctor for anything. Instead, they
pray to the Spook-in-the-Sky for
healing. They let their 8 year old
child die, praying to the Spook for
2 weeks. The judge ruled that he
could do nothing as that was their
religious right under the first
amendment of the Constitution. It
will be many a day before the scum
attack any religion. I think you
have the bastards by the gonads
with a down hill drag. Please mail
me 25 copies of "How to Overcome
the Real Haters" and 75 copies of
the listed issues of Racial Loyalty.
Sincerely,
Ralph Perry
California
ED. NOTE-Thanks Ralph!
Speaking of Pulaski, several
Creators ventured over that way
last month for the big White Power
mlly only toffnd that the organizer,
Pastor Thom Rhobb, looks on
Creativity with fear and loathing. It
seems that Rhobb puts spookchasing ahead of Whfte "unity" and
had his security squad on the
lookout for any "violently antichristian" (read Creativity)
literature. within 3 minutes of our
boys setting up to give out books
and R. L.'s, he personally swooped
down on them in a high-pitched,
frenetic rage squealing something
about anti-chrfstian or anti-christ
(What's the diflerence?) and stopped just short of throwing them out
altogether. But not before several
dozen bootboys, hungry for red
meat, devoured a big box of our

thick broth. Too late Thom, you've
lost 'em for good now. We aren't
@aid of our people reading your
"christian p a h i o r mill and actually
encoumge bible reading. Just what
is it that you and the Jew-conhlled
governments and prisons who ban
our literature fear? Could it be that
you would all be in the streets (or
worse) should the Whfte masses
em brace Creativity?
Dear Pontifex:
First and foremost, thank you
for the copies of Racial Loyalty you
sent to me recently. It was a most
welcome surprise!
I hope this coming year will be
your best ever-perhaps it shall
turn up great for all of us in the
movement. I wish to become more
active again. The past year was not
a good one here.
Keep up the good work!
Enclosed is $40. I don't want to
miss a single issue of our excellent
and inspiring publication.
RAHOWA!
Rev. Ed Krolop
California
Dear Pontifex:
We need a Leader! Last week
I saw the Jew lV show,"Larry King
Live", and on it was a New York
Jew, and the leader [Mike Palasch]
of one of the skinhead groups [National White Resistance]. The
skinhead didn't have a chance. He
seemed perplexed with some of the
simplest questions like, "How did
you become a racist?" The
skinhead seemed uncertain and
befuddled to the point that he just
shrugged his shoulders to answer
the questions. It was the perfect example of the fly in the spider's
web-the skinhead was no match
for these two Jews-they had a field
day! I found the whole show to be
disheartening. The skinhead didn't
lack GUTS, just knowledge. The
young man was only twenty years
old and yet had more racial instincts than I did a t his age. I saw
in him the future warrior of our
Race. But, all good warriors need
inspiring leaders. I just hope that
he doesn't loose his racial spunk
because of setups like that by the
Jews.
Until later,
Harry Elings
California
P.S. Your article "Bashing the
Rich" in the December Racial
Loyalty [No. 451 was excellent!
ED. NOTE-Thanks for your
observations and GENEROUS
donations to the Church, Harry. It's
supporters like yourself who are actualizing our School For Giffed
Boys project. We will take young
men like Mike and prepare them to
break Jews like matchsticks, not
just physically, but intellectually.
When our graduates are asked a

simple question like, What is the
dwerence in a White and a black?",
the response will not be some
mumbling about "Well, they have
black pride and we have White
pride, er uh, I guess."An S.F.G.B.
graduate will bury his advernaries

Help us find
tomorrow's leaders today. Sponsor a young
man at the C.O.T.C.
School for Gifted
Boys.
with FACTS. He will give a compamtive analysfs of the mces, dting
scholarly works which prove differences in physiology and intellect
BEYOND A DOUBT! He will not
be intemapted and he will not be invited back. We must learn that the
TV fs not yet our domain-that WE
have to pick our spokesmen-NOT
THE JEW! Does anyone out there
doubt why Mike was invited to this
Jewish ritual slaughter, affer seeing his performance on Riuera's
clown act? Everyone loves someone
who's good with (his ffsts, but I
knew we were in trouble when he
said that he wasffghtfngfor "truth,
justice and the American way" or
some kind of cmp like that. Bob
Miles has formed a Speakers Union
which we should all join. Mike will
be affne speaker once indoctrfnated
with a sound ideology. We should
ostracize a n d picket all
"spokesmen" who won't join and
abide by the agreement. It is time
to take control of thfs ridiculous
situation. Write Cap'n Bob for
details-it's the best idea to come
into our "movement" in a while and
something we should all be able to
agree on. RACIAL ACTORS
GUILD; BOX 331 ;COHOCTAH,
MI 48843.

You Lead By
Going to the Front
Dear Pontifex and Hasta:
I would appreciate if you would
arrange for one of your ordained
ministers to conduct religious services on a weekly basis at this
prison. If the warden nullifies our
request, and at the same time
allows Christian, Muslim, Jewish
and several of the other off-shots to
hold services, this is a constitutional violation of the greatest
magnitude. I will pursue this with
the necessary monetary resources
into the Jewish court system. It will
be an interesting argument, and I
guarantee our case will make
(Continued on Page 5)
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history with documentation in the
law books not to mention the
publicity. The Jews hold their services on Friday, the Christians, of
course, on Sunday, and who knows
about the Muslims. Therefore, I
recommend Friday, Saturday, or
Sunday. It is interesting to note that
it costs the Bureau of Prisons about
$7.00 per day to feed the Jew his
kosher dish whereas the goy's costs
only about $2.20 per day. I know
that the Church encourages its
disciples to adhere to "salubrious
living". Many of the White Race
prisoners would be easily proselytized to Creativity for the simple and
natural advantage of trading a
$7.00 meal for a $2.20 meal, and
what better way to spread the Holy Truth. The food service could
also be a profitable venture for the
C.O.T.C.. I am sure the Jew is
presently making a profit, since
there is about a $5.00 spread.
Sincerely,
Rudy "Butch" Stanko
Minnesota

Call Your Next C a s e
Dear Pontifex and Hasta;
Today 1 got a memo from the
office here (enclosed) which upset
me good and proper. I have written a 3 page letter to the State
Director of Prisons, Aaron
Johnson, informing him that I appeal his decision. He, of course, being a nigger, will try everything in
his power to stop any literature
coming to me from the Church. In
the letter I informed him that I
didn't get into his religious beliefs
and he damn well wasn't going to
mess with mine. I told him, the
Captain here, and the Superintendent, in so many words, that they
would not be the ones to make the
final decision a s to whether or not
religious material from you would .
be permanently witheld-that the
Federal courts would be the ones to
render such a decision. Not a nigger. "FACT'
Now, I'm prepared and am the
lad who will take this issue plum to
hell if need be. It is time, once and
for all, to be established on the
Federal law books as either a
LEGAL religion or an ILLEGAL
religion. If you will back me in this
then I a m your man and will fight
it to hell and back. Help or no help,
I aim to go into Federal court with
this. I figured one day it might
come to this and a m now glad I
became an ordained Minister in our
Church. Gives one more to fight
with.
You are my kind of people and
I love you. We believe the same in
all ways. "FACT" People like us
have a hell of a fight before us. Let
me hear from you soon.
Rev. Bobby Gene Whisenant
North Carolina

Let's Clog
JOG'S Docket
Dear Hasta,
Greetings in the name of YahYahshua, creator and king of the
heavens and earth! Good to hear
from you 1say! Was quite a surprise
and I thank you for the card, compliments, encouragement, and
news!
With regards to your current
affiliation, lots of head knowledge,
but what I'm into comes from the
heart. Hope you see it.
Moving on to my sojourn in the
belly of the beast, I'm doing OK.
The first year [in prison] was a little rough. They bounced me all
over the country, and one thing and
another. I was at Fort Smith twice,
but never teJtified. I REFUSED TO!
The FBI offered me a deal on this
frame-up, but I don't make deals
with the devil. Anyway, I finally
mellowed out and settled in. Trial
was pure hell, a really messed up
situation. I learned how to beat
their phony jurisdiction and got my
lawyer to understand it also (he
was/is really their lawyer). He said
I'd turn everything upside down
(right-side up) if I won my jurisdiction argument. Well, I asked the
judge [race traitor Terry Boyle]
several questions of law dealing
with the Constitution, and then,
based on his answers and the law,
showed him that the court had no
jurisdiction over me! He freaked
and started calling me insane. I
asked him another question and
hung him again. He said appeal.
So, I'm still working on it. Got them
beat, but they can't afford to admit
it because I'd make a hole in
Babylon's wall of fiction that
everybody believes is so real. I11 tell
you, if ...heck with it. people are
starting to wake up to the free
White issue! I'm going to the
Supreme Court by myself. I will find
out if the Constitution and their own
rulings still have any meaning and
effect.
In the meantime, I'm taking a
electronic course, studying law, and
several other subjects. I stay busy
all the time! I still have a state trial
to go to [in NC]-the same thing,
conspiracy, a 10 year rap. I'm still
fighting the Fed thing, when it is
settled, one way or another, I'll take
on the state. Maybe these lying
witnesses will tell the truth for once,
or I can expose them.
Later,
Steve Miller
Florida

ED. NOTE-Again, wefatgive
you your heartfelt beliefs Steue, just
as, we're sure, you71 fotgiue us for
using common sense, logic,
science, lessons fram history and
the eternal laws of Nature to arrfve
at our beliefs. I've ofCen wondered
why Steve is never listed in the

-

many White Power periodicals as
a PO W-he certainly gualfpes!Just
because he has the same last name
and was the number two man under
Glenn "the worm" Miller in the now
defunct White PaMot Party is no
reason to paint them both wfththe
same bmsh. Steve b a gentleman
and White Racial Comrade of the
highest order who has yet toflinch
under tremendous JOG pressure.
Although not a Creator, he is certainly fighting our fight and doing
so wfth precious little help from
"the movement". I hope many of
our readers will take a few minutes
and drop Steve a few words of
thanks and encouragement. He stf11
has a tough road ahead of him and
needs to know we support him. His
address: Stephen S . Mfller
11386-056 A / S ; PMB 1000;
Tallahassee, FL 32301.
'(no mail from other prisoners)

Explosive Vigor
Dear Creators:
Just received the latest (No.45
& 46) 2 issues of Racial Loyalty.
After reading both, it is obvious
that the C.O.T.C. is fighting for our
Race with explosive vigor.
Especially enjoyed the essay on
JFK (It sure fits!) and the commentary on "Revelation". Enclosed is
$20 for sub and a donation.
Regards
Bill Nash
Texas
Dear Creators:
I've sent you $28.50 for 50
R.L.*s and t h e rest a s a
contribution.
We are getting more support
all the time. Things will be gefflng
more exciting as we go along.
For a Whiter and Brighter World,
Rev. Lee Smoot, Jr.
Montana

Februay 1989
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Dear Hasta,
Congratulations again on the
job you are doing. Racial Loyalty
is one of the few publications that
give it to us straight. I especially appreciate the ideas expressed in
Issue No. 45, the "We Need Our
Rich" Issue.
Concerning the Kennedy conspiracy, several years ago, my
Mend, Nord Davis of Topton, wrote
at some length along the same line.
I suppose that the whole truth
never be known.
Recently the media have been
trying to make a martyr out of Kennedy. I say "Good riddance of a
traitor and a rake!"
Cordially,
Owens Hand Browne
North Carolina
Dear Hasta:
I thoroughly enjoyed "The
Kennedy Issue" and appreciate
more and more what you are doing
there.
Although I'm not yet active in
an organized way, I'm on the "inside" now and it comes out every
day.
RAHOWA!
George Belks
North Carolina

South Rising
Dear Pontifex & Hasta:
The only effective counter to
the existing situation is some kind
of White separatism. This does
NOT mean that the White Race
can or should abandon our eventual
goal of an Aryan Imperium which
will rule t h e entire planet.
Separatism is a TACTIC for the
next couple of generations, certainly not a long-term goal in itself.
The question then arises as to
what kind of separatism would be
(Continued on Page 8)
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The Wildest Stories Ever Told
Part XI of a Continuing Series

Two Short Stories from the Top
of the Great Jewish Dungheap
BALAAM'S TALKING ASS
In the Jewish Old Testament
there is a book called Numbers. It
is all about the Israelites, about
Moses leading them around in the
desert in circuitous meanderings,
and about how Yahweh keeps wetnursing his pampered pets and
keeping them alive in the desert for
forty years. There is also much to
do about Jewish rituals, much
hocus-pocus, and an endless detailed rendition of their stupid superstitions. Most of it is imcomprehensible nonsense and silly gibberish.
It seems that in their wanderings in the desert, these Yids, with
their private tribal god doing most
of their thinking and conniving, are
continually running into such people as the Amorites and other tribes
and slaying them with the edge of
their sword. By the time you get
through reading all these episodes
you would think that there were no
more antiSemites left to kill in that
part of the world, but each chapter
seems to come up with a fresh
batch, and good old Yahweh, or
Jehovah, or what's his name, kills
them all.
We now come to Numbers 22.
It seems that in Moab Balak, the
son of Zippor wants Balaam to
curse the Israelites, because King
Balak is afraid of these Yids after
what they have done to the
Amorites (slaughtered every man,
woman and child, a s usual.) But
the Jewish Super Spook sneaked in
during the night and told Balaam
not to curse the Israelites because
they were his favorite pets, and he
had a thing going with them.
Anyway, in Numbers 22:21 it
says that "Balaam rase up in the
morning and saddled hfs ass and
went with the prfncess of Moob."
This made the Lord real mad. His

"anger was kindled." He sent and
angel with a sword in his hand to
block the way of the ass.

It is not only morally justified, but our
beholden duty t o
ridicule that which is
ridiculous when such
garbage is deceitfully
being disseminated as
"Gospel Truth".
Apparently the ass could see
the angel with sword in hand but
Balaam could not. "The ass turned aside out ofthe way." "Balaam
smote the ass" to get her back on
the road. The ass thrust herself
against a wall and crushed
Balaam's foot. Balaam smote his
ass again. finally they converged into a narrow passageway where they
could go neither right nor left, and
there was that angel again blocking the way with sword in hand.
Balaam still couldn't see the angel
and he smote his ass again. Hh ass
collapsed.
In Verse 28 it says, "And the
Lord opened the mouth of the ass
and she said to Balaam, what have
I done unto thee that thou hast
smitten me three times?" Apparantly Balaam wasn't surprised
to hear his ass talking to him. Don't
all asses talk?
The ass went on in Verse 30.
"Am I not thine ass upon which
though hast rfdden euer since I was
thine i n t o this day?" A fair
question..

This nonsense had gone on
long enough and finally T h e Lord
opened the eyes ofBalaam, and he
saw the angel ofthe Lord standing
in the way, and his sword drawn in
h b hand." Surprise! Surprise! Why
didn't the Super Spook open
Balaam's eyes in the first encounter
so he sould see what the hell was
going on. Even a jackass could see
the angel. It would have saved all
this confusion, and the poor ass
would have been spared from be-

ing smitten three times. It says
Balaam 'yell flat on h b face." No
wonder.
There is more hocus-pocus
and nonsense, but we will skip the
rest of it.
Moral of the story? There isn't
any that I can find, unless that it
implies any man can get his ass to
talk, provided it is properly smote
three times, and that there is a shifty Jewish Super Spook behind his
ass.

JONAH AND THE WHALE
They say all fishermen are liars
and I have heard a lot of tall fish
stories in my day, but I don't believe
I have ever heard a fish tale as farfetched and ridiculous as the one in
the Jewish Old Testament called
the Book of Jonah.
It seems the Lord was concerned about the wickedness of the
general population in the city of
Nineveh, a large metropolitan
center of about 120 thousand ("sfx
score thousand persons*) of indeterminate nationality. Out of
nowhere, the Lord picked a Hebrew
by the name of Jonah to go to
Nineveh, three days journey away,
and "cry against it." Specifically, he
was to warn these wicked
reprobates that the Lord was mad

man unto his god." Apparently,
they all had separate non-Hebrew
gods.
The mariners held a little jam
session and concluded that there
was some culprit aboard that ship
who had displeased his particular
spook. They figured that said spook
really had it in for said culprit,
whoever he was, and had determined to drown him. Of course, since
they didn't know whose god was
mad a t whom, they did the logical
thing. They decided to draw lots.
They found Jonah asleep "down in
the sides of the ship" and apprised
him of the situation. He was game
to participate in the lottery. Sure
enough, "the lot fell on Jonah."
Jonah admitted that the Lord

as hell at them, and they had better shape up or else: in 40 days and
40 nights the Super Spook would
put the kebosh to the whole city
and destroy them all. This was a
pretty potent message, since the
S.S. didn't fool around. He was real
good at destroying people and cities
that displeased him. (Remember
the Great Flood?)
For some reason Jonah didn't
like his assignment and decided to
cop out. Instead of going to
Nineveh he "went down to Joppa"
and there he found a ship going to
Tarshish, "fleeing from t h e
presence of the Lord. " He should
have known better, because this,
too, aggravated the hell out of the
Lord, and he whipped up a "mighty
tempest in the sea." Naturally, this
frightened the mariners aboard the
same ship and they "crfed every

had targeted him and that undoubtedly he was the culprit. What
to do? Jonah was extremely
cooperative, in fact, magnanimous.
He volunteered they throw him
overboard and their problems
would be solved. This they did, and
sure enough, "the sea ceased her
raging." S o far so good, but what
follows is really off the wall.
Verse 17 says, "Now the Lord
had prepared a great fish to
swallow up Jonah, and Jonah was
in the belly of the fish three days
and three nights." Would you
believe? Ordinarily, a person will
not survive more than five minutes
under water. Evidently, despite no
light, no air, and being bathed in
all that gastric acid, Jonah stayed
in real good shape and kept his wits
about him. He prayed and told the
(Continued on Page 7)
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Lord how sorry he was about the
whole goddamned mess. If he
would only let him out again he
would go to Nineveh and do his job
right. Apparently, even though
from under water, their communication lines were in real good
shape. The Lord heard, and he
communicated back to the fish,
who was evidently clued in on the
deal and did as it was told. "It
vomited out Jonah upon dry land."
How nice.
Jonah got up, fresh as a daisy,
and brushed himself off. Apparently, none the worse for the wear and
tear of being immersed in gastric
juices and without air for 72 hours,
he proceeded on his journey to

Nineveh, three days travel away.
There is more hocus-pocus,
but it is anticlimactic and not really relevant to our story. Rather than
continue this droll fish story, I
would like to sum up with a few
cogent question.
In whose veracity would you
have more confidence, that of some
unidentified Jewish Scribblers of an
ancient era, or that of your own
father? Secondly, would you beliwe
your own father if he told you a
whopper like that?
The next question is-how can
any person in their right mind
swallow an idiotic story like that
and insist it is all the "Gospel Truth"
without feeling the whole thing is
a base insult to thier intelligence?
And finally, just what is the point
of this whole silly fish story?

Purpose of this Series
The overriding goal of the Church of the Creator
is the survival, expansion and advancement of the White
Race, and the immediate goal is tofree the White Race
from the worldwide yoke of Jewish tyranny. In order to
achieve both goals it is necessary to build a massive
powetful movement that can smash the Jewish monster.
Before the White Race can ever be in a position to unite,
polarize and build such a power structure it will first of
all have to get its thinking straightened out. This it can
never do as long as it entertains in its innermost thoughts
tnat most diabolical of all mind-scramblers, Jewish Christianity. By using ridicule and exposing this idiotic ageold spook-in-the-sky swindle, we believe we can best help
lead the White Race back to sanity, common sense, and
a healthy, constructive attitude towards its own best
interests.
A SOILED MIND
'The mind that becomes soiled in youth can nwer again be
washed clean; I know this by my
own experience, and to this day I
cherish an unappensable bitterness
against the unfaithful guardians of
my young life, who not only permitted but compelled me to read an
unexpurgated Bible through before
I was fifteen years old. None can do
that and ever draw a clean, sweet
breath again this side of the grave."
'"Mark Twain" [1835-19101

-
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BEST E.T.E.F. AWARD
Back in Racial Loyalty No.41 we discussed the Enemy Toll Effectiveness Factor or E.T.E.F.. It is expressed a s a ratio which relates to
economy of force in taking out a s many of our enemies while minimizing loss of our own valuable personnel. Examples given were the Arab
who heroically blew up 240 U.S. Marines by driving his 19 ton truck
bomb into the American Embassy in Lebanon for an E.T.E.F. of 240:l
(not to mention the many wounded). Another example given was our
own "Order" who killed one worthless Jew, Alan Berg, and in the process approximately 35 of our best Race Warriors were killed, imprisoned or otherwise neutralized, for an E.T.E.F. of 1:35. The difference in
these two examples translates as over 8000:l in effectiveness, comparatively speaking. NEVER FORGET THIS!! We know who our REAL
enemy is, and when the time comes we must act accordingly. For now,
we will continue to quietly build our powerhouse LEGALLY, careful not
to "peak too soon".
In light of this we want to recognize a couple of W.R.C.'s who are
symptomatic oCthings to come. Barend Strydom, a "White Wolf" from
South Africa, waded into a crowd of niggers a couple of months back,
guns blazing, smiling from ear to ear, killed 6 and wounded 17; E.T.E.F.
6:l. Poor Barend, frustrated a t seeing his great country going the way
of Rhodesia, lashed out at the perceived cause. His act would have had
much greater impact had it been carefully planned and directed at top
Jews and race traitors in key positions. Patrick Purdy, who was described by the lady next door a s "a real nice young man", also went over the
edge when he realized that the nice neighborhood he grew up in, out
in California, had succumbed to the yellow peril. He took out his frustration on a gaggle of gooks with an AK-47 assault rifle. They were frolkking on his old elementary school playground. What a shame-they'e so
cute when they're little. He managed to kill 5 and wound 30 before killing himself. E.T.E.F. 5:1. There again, he was flailing a t symptoms, completely unaware of what caused the asianization of his old neighborhood
or the degeneracy of his society. These two overexuberant Rambos did
more to hurt our cause than help it. Had they become Creators they
might have been able to channel their frustration into constructive and
beneficial measures of bringing around more White people to our camp.
The 11:2 E.T.E.F. of these guys is for naught when you consider that
the White Race is outnumbered somewhere around 1 2 or 13 to 1 (and
rising fast) worldwide by non-Whites. No, all they managed to do was
to give the goddamn gun grabbers the impetus to legislate away our last
line of defense. Anyway, for lack of better nominees for our E.T.E.F.
award, Barend Strydom edges out Patrick Purdy this time for a combination of reasons: better kill ratio, higher degree of difficulty;
neatness-he didn't blow his own brain out; but mostly, for style and
poise under pressure-the sucker smiled from start to finish.

HAPPY lOOTH UNCLE ADOLF!

THAT PAPER,'RACIAL YOYALTY''
IS BEGINNING TO GET THEIR
POINT ACROSS PEOPLE ARE
STARTING T O DOUBT MY

....

EXISTENCE.

"It is great satisfaction for me
to find myself totally foreign to the
world of Christianity. I shall nwer
believe that what is founded on lies
can endure forever. I believe in
truth."
"The New Testament is a
Jewish swindle on the part of four
Evangelists, because the teaching
is copied exactly from the Indian
belief of clischnu Christa."
Adolf Hitler 11889- 191251

We are happy to announce our first big gathering of Creators since regrouping 7 months ago. We could hardly allow April 20th. 1989 to slip by without
a gathering of our most loyal supporters to celebrate, in fellowship, the centenary
birthday of the man who almost pulled it off 45 years ago. With all his fa~rlts
and shortcomings, he BOUGHT US TIME! We must give credit to the Leader
and continue to study the lessons this great man left us, including how NOT
to fight our eternal enemies.
Reverend Bob Mercer has chosen this occasion to officially announce his
intentions to be the next President of the U.S. We have a commitment from
one speaker who actually met the Fiihret and will tell us all about it first hand.
Come meet the Pontifex Maximus, the Hasta Primus and our many Rwerends
and their families, many of whom will be meethg each other and visiting ..*r
beautiful World Headquarters for the first time. There will also be actual LYE
skinhead Creators in attendance to revitalize and inspire the old soldier? : ;
have stuck with us through it all. THIS WILL BE A PRIVATE FUNCTIO" '.
MEMBERS ONLY!; not for the press, nut for the general public, not e-*.*.. f 5 '
the curious subscriber to Racfal Loyalty. There wil! he no pictures taken
. .>t
permission and a good time will be had by all. DON'T MISS ITI Due r . a~srll
20th falling on a Thursday (also Passover) we won't begin the festivitta! ~ t l l
the following day. Details will be spelled out in a letter to MEMBERS.
-c?
will be other advantages accruing to C.O.T.C. membership, so thoee of you
who are interested and need to upgrade your status (you know who you are),
do so right away by requesting an application/oath. For those who arr arkable
to attend this event for constraints of tfme or distance, be sure to celebrare this
event, as a Creator, either privately or with one of the other groups in your
respective areas. RAHOWAl
I
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most effective? first off, it is absolutely essential that White
separatism have some kind of
POLITICAL orientation. Merely
running out into the woods and
establishing some kind of commune is useless. "Survivalism " is
useless. We do not wish to SURVIVE, we wish to defeat the racial
enemy and PREVAIL. It is
necessary as a linchpin for any
politically-oriented movement that
the ultimate objective be TOTAL
STATE POWER. Reformist
politics, tinkering with the existing
system in the hopes that it can be
somehow improved, is junk
politics. In my mind, serious
politics h a s always implied
REVOLUTIONARY thought and
action. What could be more revolutionary than denying the whole fundamental principle upon which the
System is based? I.e, that America
is "all oneH-racially, territorially,
culturally, the whole false and pernicious "melting pot" shtick? (We
have an advantage here in that the
"melting pot" idea IS in fact false.
Having truth on one's side certainly helps a revolutionary cause,
although a s Lenin could tell us, it
isn't an absolute necessity.)
Right now there are two main
types of White separatism functioning in the North American continent. First there is the largely
religious-based [Identity] Northwest
Migration/Rocky
Mountain
Republic concept. Secondly there
is Southern Nationalism. For
reasons having to do with my own
cultural and personal background
a s well as political strategy, I have
chosen Southern Nationalism.
However, having chosen
Southern Nationalism, you must
excuse me if I respectfully decline
to go out and commit total political
hara-kiri by embracing a violently
anti-Christian doctrine such as
CREATIVITY. My personal
religious views are MASSIVELY irrelevant. I am more concerned with
ensuring that the White Race survives in the literal, physical sense
than I am as to whether White
posterity worships Jesus, Jehovah,
Odin, or idols made of sticks and
feathers The question that you
pose is a simple and basic one
which cuts to the heart of the whole
issue of White racial survival
worldwide. Are we, in essence, a
POLITICAL movement or a
RELIGIOUS, spiritual one?.
I enclose three advance copies
of the CNC Policy Directives. The
third one will be of interest to you.
It simply formalizes what you
already know to be our stance on
this matter. There is nothing here
I haven't discussed with you before,
but henceforth it is official:
Southern Nationalism is a Christian movement.

...
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Creativity has the potential to
attract very high caliber individuals, that I freely grant
you ...[but] we have GOT to stop
peripheralizing ourselves and start
building roots in the common people and their communities. That
means Christianity.
The whole equation could
change, and I admit this. When it
does I will change with it should
that be the way to victory. But
frankly, I don't see this happening.
The pattern of gradual deterioration seems set to continue and there
will therefore be an increasing
tendency towards religious fundamentalism among Whites, a tide
I do not intend for the CNC to miss.
S o long as this is understood, I will
assist you in any way I can.
Yours for White Victory,
Harold A. Covington
Confederate National Congress
North Carolina
ED. NOTE-Thanks for your
thoughts Harold and the spirit of
cooperation toward an identical
end. I hope we did not alter thefundamental essence of your two most
recent letters to the Church by
combining and edftfng them into
theform you see here. It should be
clear to our readers where you
stand and we encourage our
"violently
anti-Christianw
Southerners to work wfth you and .
yours, together, for the stated longterm goal of the entire planet. Don't
expect Creators to passively accept
this supposed shift of our people
toward the suicidal christfan fundamentalism you deem s o
necessary to White victory. And
please don't fault Creators in the
349'2 states that aren't in the Confederacy if they decide to stay put
and defend what they'ue got. Being
a lffelong (and unreconstructed)
"tarheel" myself, I can't help but
pull for you. I71forever be in your
debt for giving me myfirst Klamen
book. All the best in '891 CNC; Box
1321; Raleigh, NC 27602; C.S.A.

"Christianity is a
religion for slaves and
fools, for 'the last shall be
first and thefirst shall be
last. "
Adolf Hitler 11889-1 9451

..

Dear Hasta Primus:
Thanks for your note and
copies of Racial Loyalty. All
materials sent to me are distributed
promptly. The dialogue you and
Pontifex have created is very much
needed to unify our people. I believe
separate White nationalist
movements will precede the more
international vision of our Church

and I a m concerned that we must
not be on the wrong side of this
development. Pontifex Maximus is
the greatest writer and headline
writer of our time. Julius [Der
Stiirmer] Streicher showed us how.
Please give my sincere best
wishes to our leader, Mrs. Klassen,'
your wife and staff.
RAHOWA!
John C. Breckinridge
Center for Nationalist Studies
Florida
ED. NOTE-Thanks,
John,
for the support, kind words and
many referrals. We appredate your
concern over the short term "tactics" of the myriad of White nationalist movements in this country
and abroad. You recognfze, better
than almost anyone, the devisive
nature of natfonalistfc movements.
Race!, Race!, Race! is what it is all
about and we want ALL good White
people. You also understand (unlike
the SPOTLIGHT and others) that
"international" is not a dirty word
in an all-White context. You also
understand, like David Lane stated
in R.L. No. 42, that Creatfvity is the
"apex" of the White movement and
that "eventually all will haue to
recognize the ultimate and purest
of hard truths which Creatfvity
espouses'*. We encourage our
members to join these movements
just to keep them honest. We also
see the day when we71 haue fnfiltrated and taken over all White
christian churches (worth having)
through sheer farce of logic. S o
don't worry about us missing any
developments on the nationalist
scene. No not m o m e n t wfll be absorbing Creativity-we
will continue to steer them, "Creatorize"
and, ultimately, consolidate them
all. There will be no retreat from
what our forefathers won by conquest! There will be no "Natfon of
Islam"comprfsing the eastern */a of
the U.S. as Mekger and Butlerpropose. We wfll not give up both
coasts and who knows what else to
the "multfracfalists" a s Gallo suggested (but could not show anyone
on a map). We will not retreat fnto
the lower right quadrant of the
U.S., forsaking all else, as Covfngton plans. When you do overlays
of all these "'plans" you come up
wfth The C. 0.7'.C. plan-the entf re
North American continent, north of
the Rfo Grande for startersNOTHING LESS! Join all these
"secular"
and
"christfan"
mouements. fl they really believe in
freedom of religion, as they say,
there again, the CREATIVE
FORCE will bring them fnto line
eventually or either we will become
an illegal religion (?) within the
White movement.

A New Era
Dear Reverend Williams,
Thank you for the books
recently received and my certificate

of membership-something I prize.
It is a truly refreshing time when
Rachl Loyalty arrives since here
can be read plain statements and
comments on these terrible times,
calling a spade a spade and telling
it like it is.
Reading Racial Loyalty is a
breath of fresh air as you might well
understand.
One notion the COTC might
consider is this. Why do we go
along with the C.E.[Common Era]
method of dating? Why are we all
in thrall to the one religious system
of calendar dating when there are
so many other methods available?
Christiantiy dates from some
mythical YEAR ONE, supposedly
1,989 years ago. But even exponents of that idea are divided
among themselves as to precisely
when YEAR ONE occurred. Since
Christianity is just one of many
religions, is clearly in decline and
rent with division, why on earth do
we all have to go along with some
medieval pope's decree that this is
the year 1,989. Let us propagate
the YEAR ONE again starting
perhaps when this one is done. We
should ensure that by that time we
have the resources to, not only
distribute those 10 million WHITE
MAN'S BIBLE'S, but also to print
our own calendars and diaries
showing the revised date according
to CREATOR TIME, not Christian
time. Let us resolve to make the
next century the epoch of the
CREATORS and to hell with the
Christian, Judaist, Muslim, Hindu,
Shinto or any other religion's
dating system!
Yours Creatively,
Bruno Clifton
England

Glorious White Youth
Dear Hasta Primus,
This past weekend my fiance
and I travelled up to Whidbey
Island, Washington to attend the
vigil in honor of Robert Jay
Mathews. It was a very heart warming experience.
About 75 White supremists
from all over the North West came
to honor this great man. Pastor
Richard Butler and Tom and John
Metzger were also present. We
missed all the protesters, but I
gathered that over 200 (mostly
communist, homosexual, and
feminist)
protesters
were
demonstrating for about 2 hours.
The local police, sheriffs, and
rangers did an excellent job of keeping everyone separate. The spirit
and attitude of everyone was high,
especially the skinheads, as we
honored Mathews throughout the
night. We left with the rising of the
sun.
Words can't describe the feelings of pride I felt that night to be
(Continued on Page 9)

Racial Loyalty
BRICKBATS & BOUQUETS
(Continuedfiom Page 8)
a White Man. It was a natural high.
I hope that all the different White
groups and religions can soon work
out our differences, and unite for
our common goal of White survival,
for there could be no greater loss
then the destruction of our fabulous
and most beautiful race.
Victory or Death,
Justin Henderson, Creator
Oregon
Dear Hasta,
Most Whites in America feel
that it's too late to change the
direction in which the White Race
is falling. I say it's NOT too late. We
must reach out and open the eyes
of others to our urgent cry for help.
I was one of those people who
knew that there was a problem and
never did anything about it, but
now, after being beaten and harassed by black trash (sorry fpr being
redudant), I've planted both feet
firmly on the ground and am standing up for White rights. I do not
owe the blacks respect and will be
damned if I'm going to give them
any.
A friend in Austin, Texas told
me that we have to educate the
White Race to save ourselves. She
taught me a lot and I, in turn, have
passed this knowledge on to
others-wen if they did not want to
hear it. I believe we all know what
is right wen if some are too coward
to admit it. I thank her for introducing me to the C.O.T.C. and for
opening my eyes even wider. I only hope that I can do the same for
others.
I also would like to thank you
for the papers you sent to our
group. We find that whenever so-

meone new is around they usually
can be found reading them and
starting to beliwe in the cause wen
more. Thank you for all you have
done and for helping us spread the
truth.
Sincerely,
Lane Garrett
Baltimore Area Skinheads
Maryland

Pattin' The
Hammer Down
Dear C.O.T.C.
My name is Brian. I'm from a
Northern Hammer Skinhead
Chapter called United White
Youth. We are a small crew of
about 16 people and are fairly
young. I got your "What is
CREATMTY all about?" flyer and
would like more information about
your organization. Could you
please send me THE WHITE
MAN'S BIBLE?
I'm living in Kenosha where
the Chrysler plant is closing down
and there are many White workers
who will be interested in your
message. Please send information
soon!
White Power,
Brian Kozel
United White Youth
Wisconsin
Dear C.O.T.C.:
Racial Greetings! I have read
your WHITE MAWS BIBLE, which
I got from a skin comrade in
Detroit, and I enjoyed it extremely. A Northem Hammer Skin friend
in Milwaukee has told me that you
guys have more great info. Please
send me anything else by Klassen
and any flyers you have. Our skin
crew in Columbus, Ohio is called
Northern Hammer Skins/National

{v:
')
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White Resistance and we are putting Race & Reason on cable and
passing out our flyers, the NDF's,
Aryan Nations' and the Confederate National Congress* also.
Write back soon. WHITE
REVOLUTION IS THE ONLY
SOLUTION!
Hail Victory,
Matt Hayhow
Natwnd white RuGtance
Ohio
ED. NOTE-BOY~Your people
ought to be good and confused a !
getting leafletted with the ~ o l ~ g l o t
"solutf~ns"YOU'W been feeding
them- Maybe what we're sending
YOU can help straighten 'em out.

Once a Creator
Always a Creator
Dear Hasta:
Did you say your group was
not listed by the ADL as a "hate
group"? Shame on you! There is no
progress unless you meet some
resistance! The Jews attacked the
Lord's Covenant Church-I was
there last spring when they did so.
They must be more effective in
some ways than C.O.T.C.
Let's turn up the heat in ,891
"Either we all hang together or we
shall all hang separately." Money
will be sent soon.
RAHOWA!
L~~~ pierce
Arizona
ED. NOTE-Lamy, we are surprfsed a t your naiuety. The George
Wallace debacle should have been
an object lesson for you, that
whomever is publicised and promoted a s a "threat" to the Jew
game plan is done so only because
they are "acceptable" opponents

-
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and actually pose no threat a t all.
We are not publicity mongers and
could cure less what lies and diversions the Jew and his useful idiots
in the mass media are promoting
between the ballgames, racemixing videos and commercials.
The groups who are a REAL threat
to the status quo are conspicuous
in their absence from these Jew
lists. These lists are as meaningless
as the "10 best-dressed" or "best
White woman/nigger man singing
duo award". I h a w a list here tagged "the terrible 13" by the
sodomite, Morris Dws, which also
ignores us. Does it hurt ourfeelings
that we're e x c l u d e d ~ ~the
m likps
of such dynamic m;.?lrki-fu"hrersa
J. W. Farrands, Ralph Forbe*,
Richard Barrett, K.A, Badynsf,1,
Stanley McCollum or J o e
Gosiniak? Not much. When we
become suspicious, is ~i~hern
uey
high-profile "leaders" in our own
"mowment" (who shall remoin
nameless but not forgotten) either
ignore the wisdom and contributions (or existence) of Creativity, or
sling senseless ad hominem slurs at
our patriarch such a s "senile old
man9'or "Jew". Now, ifthat doesn't
make sense, L a m , we'll let you
retract your letter in R.L. N0.44 and
regress to the Lo;#:'- "ooenartlt
"hate group" for saiuation of the
White Race. P 30:-r~howf:d that
YOU' newfound conoicdions won't
aNow you that.
Y

' I will 2

and
my

Prepare and sr.lf?
'
chance will eb
Abraham L i x ~ c ~ i
[1809-18651
a
.
ROTHSCHILDS, C M L WAR AND
LINCOLN ASSASSINATION
(Continued from Page 3)

a divisive, fratricidal war, the Rothschild network
was more than ready-ready to again finance both
sides of a war they themselves had been instrumental in instigating.
On the Union side they had August Belmont
(real name-Schoenberg), a racial cohort, as their
agent to supply the North with money (at interest,
of course). On the Confederate side they had
Judah P. en jam in* to supply the South with
printed Confederate notes, the value of which
rapidly dwindled into the nothingness from whence
it came when the South lost the war. But the

The Rothschilds and the Jews saw the new
nation of the United States of America as a huge
potential gold mine and they lost no time
establishing themselves and gefflng their financial
tentacles firmly entrenched in the new land of milk
and honey. In the first place, the Jews were the
foremost promoters and traders in black goldtrading in black slaves imported from Africa. They +
had a twofold purpose in the slave trade: first, to ED. NOTE-As t h b paper goes to press, 1 note
make huge fortunes from the slave trade itself. that the January '89 LIBERTY BELL features a
Secondly, polluting this new land with the dirty book review (Judah P. Benjamin, The Jewish Congenes of these black African savages. They could federate by Jew author, ~ lEvans)
f
in which &.
utilize this tactic later to ruin the U.S. as they did Reuflo p. Oliver discusses the conk&/Benjamin
Egypt 3000 years ago and have done to several had over the Resident of the Confederacy, Jeflerother countries since then. They had gathered a son Davis, if not tht-ough sheer intellectual
wealth of experience in the trading of slaves AND - dominance and dependence, then by charming the
in the poisoning of the gene pools of White nations. bloomerr, ofl of Mrs. Daub who later eulogized
Having shipped vast numbers of black slaves Judah a s "...one of the greatest minds ofthis ceninto America a t a huge profit, they dmultaneous- tuy". Benjamin's handler was none other than
ly began to lay the guilt complex on the White Solomon de Rothschfld himself. Order from
Americans a t large. This Achilles' heel of the LIBERTY BELL, Box 21; Reedy, WV 25270 ($4
White Race they exploited and fomented with a single issue--$35 per year) for further conflrmavengeance. When they then found Lincoln to act tion of the Jew control ofthe "1eadem"of both the
as their frontispiece and to lead the new nation in Union and Confederacy.

N'q''

I

Rothschild dynasty made out like the baradti . , y
were and cleaned up beautifully on bilrn s l d a parthermore, their tentacles did not relax after the ~r
was over. In fact, so deep in debt were both .;ides
after the war that these slimy Jewish parasites
have been making a killing from that debacle (and
several ensuing debacles) wer since.
To illustrate how deeply involved the Jewish
House of Rothschild was in plofflng and instigating
the Civil War, and how arrogantly sure they were
of their scam, I refer the reader back to page one
and the opening, boastful toast of Rofhschild
croney, Benjamin Disraeli. Could the picture be
more lucid as to who and what caused the Civil.
War?
The Jews found Abraham Lincoln a useful patsy in a war that they, the Jews, had carefully planned and fomented for decades in advance. When
Lincoln had served his lime and their purpose, they
just a s meticulously planned his murder and the
ensuing cover-up. We, the White Race, are still
paying an outrageously high price for this perfidy,
and unless we soon get ourselves organized and
expunge these deadly parasites from our midst, our
future progeny will be totally mongrelized, totally
enslaved. Twenty years hence, your children will
ask: Dad, Mother, where were you when the Jews
and the niggers took over this country?
How will you answer them?

Pase 10
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Help us put Ten Million WMB's in the hands of our WRC!
When we do, the war is as good as won, and the enemy destroyed.

Books

THE KLASSEN LETTERS
VOL. TWO (1976-1981)
NEW, Just off the Press! 276 Pages.
Single Copy........................$6.00
Carton of 10
$30.00

NATURE"S ETERNAL
RELEIG1ON
508 Pages, 44 Chapten
This bock Is xhe flmt time in history
sets forth the fundamentals of E basic
RACIAL RELIGION for the Survival,
Expanstort a m Advcr:icement sf the
White Race. Lt !is baszu.. on the Eternal
Laws of Wa~,r;e,the Experience of
and Cowman SEVW by
History, 1,
Ben Klass; .r P.M.
Published in 1973
Single copy
.$8.00
Carton of 8.....................$23.00
Carton of 32
$65.00

.....................
.....................

THE WHITH: MAN'S BIBLE
451 Pages, 2
'3 ,:Rapters
This book emar Qs and extends the
Creed and [Program CREATIVITY,
by Ben Klassen, P.M
Published in 1981
Single copy. ....................$8.00
Carton of 8......................$25.00
Carton of 50.. .................$12O,fM

SAEUBPIQUS L M N Q
244 Pages, 22 Chapters
Wrltlte~by h o l d DeVries with introducr" %m*,dthe last chapter conce
ning, r.._r.gssc'cs and Survival r?i t h p e
White itace" by Bert Klssrcn, r.M.

-

Id-

:'rthlfchud in 19%

Sing; c ,r *)y,...............
S5.258
Cartwlr of t 2.. ............$25.00
Cartc r- oi 6%. ..............$Wi)i.'Cantrlnr thr! ?*tding aflJcles written
by R, I..r,,auia, P.M. ittad publtsbed in
the first 2 : J ~ * * ~ ni
B EaclaI Layalty,
255 Pages.
Slngl e copy ....................$5.01)
Carton of t O .........
..SX5,Tdl

WWILDING A
BPIQUTER WORLD
Continues with the leading articles
publhhed :n ffadal Loyslty, Takes up
Rom Issue Nr,. 13 to No. 28; Lfi
Clr;pter e, 27.3 Pages.
Single copy ....................S5.W
Cartoc af XQ?..................
.+25 ! .

RAHOWAS -TB1e % l a d . :-

All

a%~*

Picks up where PUEDiNG A
WHIT'T-73APJ!"h BR~GmR WORLD
ends. wttb 1epu3l<o 28 through Issue
No. 33 d leading artlcieas from Ractal
Loyalty by R. Klssscn, P.M.
264 page^.
Single copy. ..................,.$5.00
Carton of 10
$25.00

......................

THE KLASSEN L-S
VOL. ONE (1969-1976)
The Genesis of a Racial Religion for
the White Race-Its Origins and
Historical Evolution, chronicled
through the correspondence of its
Founder.
Single copy.. ......................$5.00
Carton of 10
$25.00

......................

......................
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Eight B o o k Package

N~Prro'rE t m d Rawom
rhe nit. W*.cr
Bible
:~dmlbricbtm1.Mm~
b p a r d h g CroaWuMdin@r Whitor and Bri(lBrta

Wad&

RAHOWAt fbim -not I.M Om*.
Tho X h m m Lett-,
VoL Oas
Xbr h u o n L.ttm,VoL TWO
I
Corplato Sot- $30.80
(*avo S 18.W) Postpaid.

THE LATE GREAT BOOKTHE BIBLE
By Nicholas Carter
Completely compatible with
CFdE4TBVm Und does much to confinour posttian regarding Christianity
arb I W racia%creed ...$5.00

CMMSTIANFI7t &XPOSED
By ChfSsMne M. Johns
A schoiarly review of NATURE'S
ETERNAL RELIGION and analysis of
Christianity bqr an Honore Graduate of
the Universfty of Newcastle-on-theTyne, England.
30 Pages.
.$2.50

.........................

Booklets
Eooklet No. 38-16 Pagem
*R:~s$la,Israel and The U.S.
"Israel's Dastardly 1967 Attack on the
C.S.S. Lib+?:%
'The
's ..a31 Contribution t o
Haqkind- ??IF Hell Bomb
'In 'rs,, :- ,,,
'1 he While Race-A
;)ecla. ation of Independence
'-.--.r,Jewish Tyanny
py.. ..............................50
copies
$3.00
1 00 copies.. ......................$20.00
'SJ

..........................

BwoL1i.t No. 45 -- 12 Pagem
Superstition and Gullibitity-The
Achilles Heel of the White Race
'Gullibility Rating Quiz
'In The Name of The White Race-A
Declaration of Independence from
Jewish Tyranny
1 copy
50
10 copies
53.00
100 copies
520.00

.................................
..........................
........................

BookXd No. 56-8 Pagem
'A Few Obvious Questions We wquld
like Christians to Explain with r w r e
Sensible Answers
'Why We Indict Christianity So
Strongly
1 copy
50
10 copies
53.00
100 copies
$15.00

.................................
..........................
........................

B o o k l a NO. 1 0 1 -- 1 6 Pagem
'Not Likely a "Who"
'We are not Atheists-We are
Creators
'What is a Spirit?
1 copy
50
5 copies...........................$1.50
100 copies
530.00

.................................
........................

B o o k l a NO. 102- 16 Pages
The Federal Reserve Board-The Most
Gigantic Counterfeiting Ring in the
World.
1 copy
50
10 copies
52.50
55.00
25 copies..

Leaflets
What im CREATIVITY?
This flyer gives brief but comprehensive description of our Movement and
materials available.
100 flyers for $5.00

CreatMty Creed & Program
on one side. Brotherly Love Cartoon on
the other side.
100 flyers for 55.00

Other

.................................
...........................
.........................

-

BookImt No. 103 12 Pagem
OPERATION RIP-OFF
The World's Ultimate Patsy-The
White American Taxpayer is the prime
target for all the scum of the world.
1 copy.................................50
$6.00
25 copies
$18.00
100 copies

...........................
........................

Subscription $lS.OO/year. Yearly
membership of $25.00, includes
subscri~tion.
1 0 copies
$4.00
50 copies..
.$8.50
100 copies..
$15.00 postpaid

.

...........................
........................
........

B o o k k t No. 104- 16 Pagem
RAHOWA! --Battle Cry of the
White Racial Holy War
1 copy
10 copies.
50 copies...................

.................................50
..........................$3.00
.......$13.00

Booklet No. 105-- 12 Pageu
'How to Overcome the Real Haters
'The Meaning of Prejudice and Bigotry
'Love and Hate
1 copy
.50
25 copies.. .........................$6.~3
100 copies..
$ Y 3.00

................................
......................

-

Book1.t No. 1@6 12 Pagem
'The Flat Tire Syndrome
'Our Race is our Religion
'Come out of the Closet, White Man!
1 copy
50
25 copies...........................56.00
100 copies........................$18.00

.................................

BooU.l

"'-l2

'White Racial Teamwork
'Goal and Soul
1 copy.................................50
25 copies.. .........................$6.00
100 copies....................... fi8.00

BooWa NO. 108- 1 2 Pagem
'I Talked With God
'Articles for the Defense of the White
Race
f copy .................................50
25 copies.. .........................$6.00
100 copies
$18.00

........................
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READ RACIAL LOYALTY

~ u b i i s h e dby the Church of
Creator a t its World Center
tor- Ben Klassen, P.M.
tto,

North Carolina 28763

Video Tape
"RACE AND REASON"
dth B~~ K
I representing
~
~ ~h~ ~
church of the creator
as
half hour, VMS, lh Inch. c a n be run
on local cable network in your area.
$20,00
Per tape

............

Record
SURVIVAL.OF THE WHITE
RACE
40 minute LP record narrated by Ben
Klassen. Great for recruiting.
Each record .......................$5.00
Pkg. of 3 records ................$10.00

CREATIVITY BUTTONS
Three colors, 1Vi" Diameter,
Pkg. of 4 Buttons................$1.00

Delenda Est Judaica!
Become a mini-distribution center for
White Man's Bibles.
ORDER FROM:
Church of the Creator
P.O. Box 400
Otto, NC 28763

Racial Loyalty

WE NEED OUR COPS

of our people form msociations with

Jewsl~eBrryMinkauorlwRubin,

or niggers like Farrakhan, a s WAR
Rev. Will White Williams, H.P.
has, they will meet with
Racial Loyrrlty featured a couple tles which t h d l certainly lose. Ask excommunication.
of letters by "conspiratologist" David Tate his feelings about the
I coordinated a White Unity
Richard Masker recently, describing White cop he killed. The skinheads . march and rally about a year ago in
the 4-day seminar he conducted in are like "Rebel(s1 Without a Cause". Ralefgh. NC at which Tom and John
Odgen, Utah this past November. They know they are right. but they Metzger were the "main draw". On
Mr. Masker "deprogrammed" 125 don't understand the complexities of the weekend prior to this event I went
White cops by presenting to them our problem and are more likely to leafletting with 10 or 12 others to
"our side" of the picture (in spite of use their hands and feet instead of both announce the event and test our
Jew protestation). He was treated their heads at thir point. They ARE Constitutiond right to leaflet. We put
with dignity and respect and was our future l e a k . They are kiealis* out hundreds of leaflets in shopping
generally well received a s he and fanatic, but lack a comprehen- centers and apartment complexes.
enlightened these men to the "Jewish sive ideology. It L inevitable that m e d n g with little rmistance until we
question". most for the first time. they will embrace Creativity in due saturated the parking lots of 2 big
They now understand why we do time as our literature fin& its way in- Jew-owned nightclubs. To make a
what we do and are more inclined to to their hands. The ~ a r r n e dover, long story short, Raleigh's finest
side with us as RAHOWA draws failed movements from the Past. the swooped down on us in a threatennearer. The cops are the J e d s first half-baked European copycats ing flourish (just as we had planned)
line of defense, but only if we allow ("Third Position and "~emocratic only to let us go without as much as
an adversarial relationship to exist. Nationalism"), the Christian Identi- a warning once WE read THEM the
They can just as easily come over to ty "ideology"will all be reen for what riot act. The best thing that happenour side, wholesale, and be OUR first they are when compared to our ed was when one bully cop started.
line of defense. These men are well Nature-based creed-empty and flexing his imagined power by
trained, generally, in skills we devisive. Be prepared for a coalition twisting one of our men's arm.
desperately need, and are hard work- of these groups against us as we Anyway, the day before the march
ing, stable family men doing a job. gather in more of their followers. and rally, Tom reluctantly went with
They LIVE under affirmative action Even so, they have already made me on a courtesy call to RPD headwhere we just use it as an argument corrections in our direction in the last quarters for a security briefing with
(a Creator forced to work under a few months, albeit, kicking and top cops. The first thing out of the
nigger will find a new Hne of work). screaming-which is a primary func- Captain's mouth was an apology for
The more these guys are gunned tion of this paper.
what had happened the previous
down by scb-humans in Miami. New
weekend plus assurance that our
York City, Detroit. etc.. the more
right
~
~ jan.16,
~ 1989 d
~to leaflet
~ would
, be fully
receptive they will be to our solution. -.
guaranteed by his department in the
GIVE A COP A WMB!
future. Tom's mouth was agape in
2500 cops hit the streets of the
disbelief. ~e asked the captain to
Bronx recently, boiling mad, after a
repeat himself saying that this was
Jew judge (Fried) let a congoid scumthe first time he'd ever heard a cop
bag, Lany Davis, OH with a slap on
admit he was wrong, much less
the wrist after u~ounding6 sops in a
apologize! Torn has 0bvi0~~1y
forgotshootout. n i s habitual criminal had
ten the conciliatory atitr.tudeof thls ofan ail-nigger jury, save 2 Puerto
ficer. Thanks to the cooperation of
%cans, and the omnfpresen? Jewao RPD the rally was a success. A
queer "civll rightsw i n ~ y e r WiI!?am
.
few rnont!~s prior to thls ev@nt I
Kunstier. The verdict was predtdable A S S ~ I O I RL ~ S S
brought David Duke to Raleigh and
as was the cops' reaction. It i s wl!
LONCMONT, cola. - F , people
~ ~ go? within a block of Jesse Jackson,
piaying right into our hands. The arrested
enollgh
expto- the moment he officially announced
cops are treated like unwanted step- sives to biow up three city blocks are his bid for president. Our little conch!ldren by the ever Increasing believed to be linked to white s ~ tingent,
"Democrats for Duke"
number of kosher judges and defense premacist groups, with one suspect (about 65 strong). was surrounded by
lawyers. in the courthouse. after saying they were targeting police sta- thousands of niggers, queers and
thanklessly bringing in the crimlnal tions, authorities said yesterday.
race traitors-hut were buffered by
lowlife. Cops are tired of all the pratThe suspccl told officials from the several hundred cops. lt was
tle about "defendants rights", "police
Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco and reportedly the largest security operabrutality" and "sensitivity training".
that the group wanted to tion in Raleigh's history, and came
POiice
They know whlch "13 percent" of the
said off without a hitch. This was all done
population is commltting 85 percent
George Dunphyo'POkesrnan for in the wake of Glenn Miller's stupid
Boulder
Countyagent
Sheriff's
Departof violent crime and they're damned the
merit.
Gary Wum
in charge
of uDeclaration of War- which stillhad
tired of being hog-tied in deding with the federal
in Denver, would Raleigh in a tizzy. It took Raleigh
this element. If educated by us, thqr not confirm that, and ~~~~h~ pro- area White activists months to regain
the trust of ~ o f apolice
l
after that. WE
are only a couple of short steps away vjded no other details yesterday.
from turning on JOG themselves. so
The fivesuswts- four men and a NEED OUR COPS! and they need
we don't need to unnecessarily woman - were arrested after a raid us. Respect is earned-not demandalienate these potential protagonists. .at a motel Friday where agents posed ed! If we show them that we repreThey understand RACE better than 8s buyers for the explosives, which sent their interests, we can use cops
we credit them. The spontaneous authorities believe were stolen from as a tool in our arsenal and make the
march in NYC was not going to be a mine in September.
taxpayer pick up the tab. We do not
Af the motel and a
denied to these fel'lows, in spite of a
Collins want to start blowing up police starented by One suspect*
nigger police comissioner and Jewtions any more than we want to start
than '0° pounds
queer mayor. I can't repeat the ties found
blowing up chdstian churches. White
vulgar racial epithet. h..kd by these
e d ; p l ~ ~ ~ , , cops
~ ~ ARE
~ ; ~NOT
~ $our
~ enemies
~ ~
any
and right- more than are White christians,
frustrated White men in a family proof jackets,
paper like Racial Loyalty, but take wing
about survival tat- White communists, White rich people or White alcoholics and addicts.
my word for it, the theme was "Death tics and terrorism. ~h~ five
to the Nigger Savages".
They all need "deprogramming". The
being held without bond.
Anyway. we see a dangerous
only reason many are "race traitors"
trend developing within our moveis because of the egalitarian garbage
ment; an anti-cop shift, which if
When we see developmentssuch crammed down their throats from
d f ected toward federal agencies is as the one above, we are very alarm- cradle to grave by schools. churches,
understandable, but against local ed. We can't help but point out that the media and their parents. Do we
cops is counterproductive and just Tom Metzger ran an article in his next want to blow up all parents?
plain stupid. It is very reminiscent of latest WAR paper entitled "Pig Deal- There will be plenty of things to blow
the left-leaning. civil rights, anti-war ings" which he directs to "Aryan up once our movement has reached
"hippie" movement of the '60's. I youth and Skinheads". There are 11 critical mass. Until then. we want
remember well the media or- points made on how to deal with and need A U genetically clean
chestrated "pigs vs freaks" theatrics cops, which is generally good advice Whites (except queers). As aspiring
which divided brother against if dealing with feds or most state agents of change we will win our peobrother (and sister). We must fight agencies. But to advise "his" youth ple over only by educating them. A
this trend as our youth movement is to "never answer any questions from spiritual awakening is awaiting the
finding its legs. The rapidly growing ANY cop" or "you will be met with White Race; logic, common sense,
skinhead movement is a most immediate disassociation from and rational explanations using
welcome phenomenon which we WAR" is puerile, contemptible, and lessons drawn from history and the
Creators must help to direct and just plain wrong. This is particularly eternal laws o? Nature (using
steer clear of this devisive TRAP. strange coming from n periodical C.O.T.C. books) will be our buiiding
This racially conscious youth move- which has page 6 of the same issue blocks-not C-3 and AK-47's. This is
ment is still in its embryonic stage. sponsored by a quasi-cop (dogcat- not to say we won't arm ourselves to
They cannot be sacrificed as cannon cher) and known ADL informant. I the teeth in the meantime. NEVER
fodder by being coaxed into cop bat- think it's safe for me to say that if any GIVE UP YOUR GUN!

5 held in
bornb
afiter raid
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MUST POLICE OUR OWN
In keeping wfth our policy of
maintaining amicable relations with
local law enforcement In our communttles we should strese that police
come in all stripes and an arms
length relationship is advisable in
most cases. A reserved approach is
best considering cops' propensity for
infiltrating "extremist" organizations.
The most important police work at

hand is the cleaning up of our own
movement. The foUowIng care b very
disturbing. How many activiots is the
subject of the following clipping going to neutralize before folding his
tent? The comments whlch follow are
from the "unidentified individual"
who did the original leafletting at
Stockton State College.

Klan gets access to
campus in N. J.
The Associated Press

liability insurance policy and
h ~ overtime
x u
for four camp- g
u
a
z
Klux Klan will be allowed to hand to secure the leaflet-distributioq
out literature a t Stockton State area. Bondlra o b ~ e c h d ,and .%
College in Pomona, under u t h b college subsequently agreed to WY
terms of a settlement reaqhed for the 'guards and reduce thg
Tuesday.
amount of insurance.
Superior Court Judge L.AnW- In Tuesday's settlement, 8~
ny Gibson signed the agreement, dira will not have to post insur?
ending a two-year controversy ante, but he and m y other
over whether the Ku Klux Klan members will sign an agreement to
may appear on campus without Pay for any damages that may o(;v
being sponsored by a faculty mem- cur from their visits. In exchant%
ber or a student organization.
h n d i r a agreed to drop his C O P
Under the settlement, Richfry plaint against the stat8 schoolBondira, Grand Wizard of the a- Bondira said the Klan in &p
visible Empipe, who lives in Ox. Jersey is much different than the
ford Township, will be allowed .tp same organization in SoutEerir
hand out literature outside of WID- states.
pus buildings. He and any o t h g "'I'he fac,t b, we believe in tM
Klan member must first report LO protation and preservation of thir
campus police, who will e a s w white race," he said.
them to the location where they
But unlike Southern ~ t e k s hB
,
wibh to promote their ergam* a i d , "there's never beer. n! IynchJ
ing in New Jersey. There's nevgr
tion.
Bondira also will be allowed (@ been a running out of town 93
seek sponsorship by a atudent,og. rad. There's never been a tar &d
~ a n i z a t i o nor faculty membe?, feathering in New Jersej.."
Sponsorsh~pwould give him khe At Tuesday's hearing, Bondih
right to canvass inside the ~ o l -was reprewnted by Jambs Kat& d
lege's buildings.
Waddonfieid attorney volunteeir
"We'll pursue everything we ing his services on behalf of ,the
can," Bondira said. But "outd~ors;American Civil Liberties Uniofr
indoors, what does i t matter? Our "What's happened her8 is an air
goal is to reach the students." ,* , firplation of the constitutiopaJ
Bondira decided to "test the wa: principle that he has a right to di+
seminate his literature and he I ~ I M
ters" a t Stockton State College
1986, after an unidentified in& the access to anyone who is intel;;
vidual or group inserted an antis ested in hearing him speak,'" KatS,
Semitic, racist newspaper titled mid.
WAR, White Aryan Resistance,in
"The real victor in this ia t h e
the center of the college newspa- Constitution. Today, it's RicharCl
Bondira, tomorrow, i t may venr
per.
But Stockton officials require$ well be parents against high tllr"
Bondira to purchase a $1 million ition rates."

ATLANTIC CITY

-~

Dear Creators:
I attended Stockton State College from '80 to '84. I distributed a
variety of movement literature on
campus during that period but stepped up my activity after graduating.
Things got very exciting at times with
the Jewish Student Union making
regular patrols, joined by campus
cops later. At one point NJ State
Police got into the act, setting up
roadblocks at both school entrances.
None of our team was ever caught.
For some reason the system paper
only mentions WAR, but we put out
Rachl Loyalty, The Thunderbolt and
others as well. I met Richard Bondira through ADL agent James Mitchell Rosenberg in October '86. I did
not know 'Jimmy Mitchell" was a
Jew at the time. 1accepted his invitatlon to attend BondIra's Klan meeting
where Bondira introduced himself as
the NJ Grand Dragon and showed
me his police reserve badge. In
March of '87 he offered to get ACLU
permission to leafid SSU but I made
it clear that I didn't need their permission and preferred working
anonymously.
1 discovered
Rosenberg's true identity on Apr!! 5,
1987 and confronted Bondira with

the evidence soon after. I was flabbergasted when he admitted he knew
about Rosenberg all along. Considering his role as State Polirr: Informer
and association with k x , m ADL
agents. our whole grour. made it
clear to Bondira that we wanted
nothing to do with him. 1cawld go Into detail about subrequent sabotage.
harassment and threats by Bondira
but it would be pointless here. The
fact is that both he and Rosenberg
still enjoy top positions in J.W. Farrand's "Invisible Empire" and someone should have a lot of explaining to do. The system always tries to
get their moles into leadership positions where they have complete control of whatever resistance we can
muster. 1 thank Racial Loyalty for
light
allowing me to throw ad~''~*onal
on the above AP articlv
%HOWA!
Albert
Hess.
Florida
Jr.

ED. NOTE-Car&
9lbert. he
may sic hls mouthpiece. Mr. Kab, on
YOU next! Sounds to t( like rome
good Southenim s h o u l ~
go instruct
Jemeyites in the flner 7- nts of tawing and .feathering, ff not lynching.
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LI'L BLACK SAMBO REVISITED

IN THE LIGHTER VEINaaa

From one point of view I must agree with the Jew slogan 'NEVER AGAIN".
While they throw that garbage about as a warning that they will not again
be victims of another "holocaustw(which is pure myth), I relate it to the story
about the little niglet who was being treated to a pancake breakfast by the 'nice
White lady". This little picaninny barked, "Gimme dem lasses.", to which she
responded pedantically, "You don't want 'dem lasses', you want 'MOlasses'. The
incorrigable little monkey's retort to this: "How can I hab 'Molasses' when I
hain't had NO lasses?" S o certainly there can NEVER AGAIN be a holocaust
(unfortunately) when it hain't done happened de fust time!
Gordon S. Clark
Texas

Rfdfculeisfrequently employed wfth more power and
success than seuerfty. - Horace

Nigger J o k e s
Q. Why is a nigger like a
broken gun?
A. It's of n o use t o anybody
and you can't fire it.

TO HELL WITH THEIR HISTORY

Q. What's the difference between a nigger and a n automobile
tire?
A. Tires don't sing when you
put chains on them.

While on the subject of the holohoax we want to share the following statement extracted from a recent open letter to the leaders of organized American
Jewry by the German-American Political Movement. One of our favorite
Creators and best supporters. Henry Freudenstein, of North Carolina sent this
in. It needs no comment by us. 'We point out to you that no middle ground
is possible. History will either record that Germans were mass murderers or
that Jews were unspeakably contemptible lhrs. We assure you that it will not
be the formerf"

Q. How c o m e God m a d e
Adam a White man?
A. H e knew he'd never be
able t o take a rib away from a
nigger

"History is written by those who win the wars."

.

Napolean Bonaparte [1769- 18211
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RUT TEACHER ...MY DAD SAI 0,
TUERE NEVER WAS A HOLOCAy5T.

THE FURNACE.

*
A NIGGERS HEAD, IS A 5 HARD
A S R O t l < BUT THEY HAVE
T E ~ D E RFEET.

CLEANING UP
EWIRONMEUT.
G E ~ I N GRID OF VNWANT€D TRASH.
r.,

WHITE HEAT
MORE GOOD NEWS:'THWSANDS
PERISH IN BANGLADESH FLOODS
MILLIONS DIE OF HUNGER \N AFRICA'.
IdELL THAT5 NATURES Y A Y OF
W I N N I N G T H E HERD.

-

I KNEW THERE HAD TO DE SOME
G o O D NEWS I N TUE M O R N I h l D
PAPER. "TEN WHITE M E N BEAT
T H E LIVING DAY LlMlTS OUT O f
FOUR NIGCERS THAT CAME INTO
THEIR NEIGHBORHOOD, W!TH Tll E
INTENT O N ROBBING I T .

7HlS WILL R V I U X-4 DAY. "ISRAEL
HAS HANDOUT F[KI ANOTHER B L A N ~
CHECK. THEY ALSO WANT ANTIS E M l l l 5 ~TO BE A FELONY."
R.

by Ron Quinn
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ALL KIDDIN' ASIDE FOLKS. THIS
COUNTRY IS HUDIW' DOWN HE

ROAD T o RAClq AND RUIN. THE ONLY
T H I N G T ~ T ~ LSAVE
L
IT IS. IFALL
WRITES PULL TOMTHER
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